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Hand-crafted, affordable, unique – A Brand Audit
By Claudia Maugeri

Presentation Objectives
• Brief introduction to the brand 
• Brand Inventory key findings

Portfolio, internal strategy, financial evaluation
• Brand Exploratory key findings

Competitors, Pod, Pop, brand mantra
• Conclusions and Recommendations 
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• Jewellery brand known for its charm bracelets 
• Founded in 1982, Copenhagen by Per Enevoldsen and Winnie 
• Sold in more than 90 countries 
• 9,500 points of sales and 1,500 concept stores 
• 14,000 employees of which 10,000 located in Thailand
• In 2000 the “charm bracelet concept” has been created

Brand Overview

PANDORA: Brand Inventory (An Internal Audit)
• Portfolio: 

• Target: 
Targets all women that want to feel special embracing different ages and different desires
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Features Collections
• Genuine materials
• Solid sterling silver and 14ct or 18ct gold
• Diamonds, gemstones, organic gems

• Essence collection
• Christmas collection
• Rose collection
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Internal Strategy
• Unique brand value proposition – create association in consumers’ mind with something special, precious and unique, at affordable price. 

• Create awareness of the brand toward social media such as YouTube and Facebook
• Vertical integration
• Pricing strategy - affordable for every woman who wants to feel special 5

Financial Performance

2010 2014
Net profit £176 million £300 million
Revenue £629 million £1,125 million
Gross profit £443 million £793 million
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Brand Exploratory (The External Audit)
Main Competitors: Thomas Sabo and Chamilia
POP (points-of-parity)

• High quality jewellery
• Customisations
• Strong customer service
• Packaging

POD (points-of-difference)
• Strategic alliance with The Walt Disney Company in 12th October 2015
• Facebook presence – almost 4 million followers compared to Chamilia 106 thousand  and Thomas Sabo 950 thousand
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Consumers’ associations  
• Fashion
• Unique
• Quality
• Feminine
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Brand Mantra
Hand crafted, affordable and unique
PositioningHigh-quality modern jewellery at affordable prices 
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Strategic Brand Challenges
•To increase brand awareness and loyalty
•To grow market share and brand resonance
•To extend the brand into new segments and markets
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Conclusions

• It targets mostly women
• It has a presence in 90 countries 
• Bracelets are its main products
• It has a strong presence on social media

So what can we say about Pandora?
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Recommendations to achieve brand 
resonance
• Enter new markets – creating a new line for men
• Diversify the offering – focusing on ring products 
• Invest in BRICS economies – creating manufacturing plants 
• Invest part of the revenue in internet and social media  
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Cont. Further tactical recommendations to 
improve brand awareness and resonance 
Marketing-mix
• PRICE: Keep the price affordable but reflecting the quality
• PROMOTION: Invest more than 10% of the profit in marketing activities  
• PLACE: Open more concept stores
• PEOPLE: Continue to invest in people
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…thank you!
Any questions?


